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CD-165 Current Stage  
add-on module 
 
In most cases a CS-165 Current stage module can deliver way sufficient 
power for daily use in a regular living room and beyond….. 
For those who want even more power, due to larger room, low 
efficient and/or low impedance speakers or for some more power  
reserve and control, we added these CD-165 add-on modules.  
With connecting these, the speakers are driven by 3 pairs of power transistors instead of “just” a double 
pair, resulting in even better control of your speakers. A fourth pair can be added as well. 
 
This CD-165 Add-on PCB highlights: 

o International Rectifier, 23A/100V or 12A/200V TO247 Hexfet power transistors.  
o NEW: Unique EXICON 8A/200V or 16A/200V audiophile Mosfets in (H)RQ (Reference Quality) version. 
o Stacked to heat sink, which is electrically separated from the PCB. 
o Power transistors located in the heart of the heat sink for optimal 

dissipation rate. 
o 2x 2200uF/63V, MUNDORF MLGO 105ºC radial power capacitors. 
o RF-interference blocking capacitors in strategic positions. 
o All resistors (MOX) are long life Vishay components or equivalent. 
o Milled, gold plated beryllium copper connectors, with multiple pin 

connections. 
o Dimensions: 50x120x35mm. 

 

HEXFET/Mosfet Add-on 
For extra fundament or required power you also can connect an extra 
transistor pair to a CS-165 module. This will about double the damping 
factor as well as the driving current capability. With this add-on module, the 
length of the modules will be 300mm, height and depth stays the same.  In 
that case, a 400mm deep MODU cabinet will work fine, leaving 50mm on 
both side for positioning connectors. With two pairs of these, the cabinet 
depth needs to be even 500mm. 
This CD-165 module is shown at the right. Outer connector has the same 
connections again. It also fits 2x Ø25mm radial power supply capacitor. 
 
While using a CD-165 pair of 23A, TO247 Hexfets, a 2 ohms load could be 
powered with most ease, not to mention the fourth pair…...  
For better heat distribution we also recommend to use these while 
operating in bridge mode.  
With these modules attached the total width becomes 300mm, exactly 
fitting to a MODU 3PD04300 heat sink. We recommend a 400mm deep 
MODU Pesante Dissipante,  5U height as cabinet (450x400x210mm…..). 
These cabinets are also available in 500mm deep, fitting two pairs. 
 
In 4/8 ohms mode, power rate will not increase significantly, due to 
maximum voltage available. Peak power and impulse response will increase 
though with a higher temperature stability and lower overall temperature. 
Check the CS-165 datasheet, where the extra power is also shown in the 
graphs. 
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